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pearls porcupine drill coffee

The main emphasis is on the floor on the right side. The floor is dark gray, the room is black. On the 
bottom right side is a flat rectangular box or case. There is attention from the box looking diagonally 
up left. 

It feels cold here in this room. 

I seem to be getting too sleepy to remote view, at least for the probing of elements. I should remote 
view some coffee to wake myself up (haha). 

It feels like dark walls around me that we are in a room. Oddly I felt nauseous when I stepped 
outside of the room on the other side of the right-side wall and my attention was wanting to bring 
me like a magnet back into the black target room, we do know that a target places emphasis and 
attention to where it needs to be for target identity, so I was not meant to go out and my attention 
was being pulled into the room like a magnet, like I could not turn my head to look anywhere else, I 
was meant to look in toward the room. 

It tells me to look at the diagonal. It feels hard like solid and metal. 

Probe floor: Friction, my finger does not slide across the floor easily but stops due to friction. 
Something is sticky on the floor. 

Probe the box: The right side wall continues toward the right. 

I seem to be too tired to form impressions easily during probing of elements. 

11:57 PM End RV. It feels industrial and I think out of the four search words, drill feels most related. 
It is dark and with straight lines and that flat box and the diagonal which feels metal. 

This is again not a good target image for RV, it has been digitally altered. I might have to disqualify 
this session for that reason, yet of course we take a look at what the session and report was like. I 
struggled to make contact with elements to probe them, and I thought it would be due to me being 
tired. 

It is a dark room sort of, but there is no flat box nor should emphasis be on the bottom right of the 



image. There are some dark diagonals in the stems of the dandelions but those are directed 
differently than what I saw, unless target images are not seen fixed the way they are but can be 
perceived from a different angle also? The correlation between my report and this target image is 
extremely weak or non-existent. But this is a digital image, I generally do not allow digital images as 
RV target images for me. Do I grade this session with an F or with an inconclusive hyphen - ? 

Image source https://www.amazon.com/Walmeck-Embroidery-Dandelion-Rhinestone-
Decoration/dp/B07CWQKB1B
Image link https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/61H3r5kkpKL._SX425_.jpg

12:04 midnight End session. 


